The analysis of language semantics of the polysemantic verbs kel and kommen of the modern Yakut and German languages brings us to the domain of concepts. Interest in typological studies of languages, in particular, in comparative studies of concept structure of polysemantic verbs has increased thanks to cognitive linguistics which is currently the most intensively developing field of linguistics. The direct nominative meaning of the Yakut verb kel and the German kommen reflects the main components of the concept structure that can be assigned to the concept core: object, operation, result. The purpose of this paper is the typological analysis of lexicographic codification of the phenomenon of polysemy in various languages of the Turkic and German language families. The study is of complex character; to reveal universal and specific ethnic-cultural features of compared Yakut and German linguistic units we used the inductive-deductive method, i.e. theoretical conclusions result from the analysis of practical material. Using the component analysis, lexical units were separated into smallest meaningful parts. Distributive method was used to analyze actualization of meanings of the Yakut and German polysemantic verbs 'kel' and 'kommen' in context. The typological analysis was invoked to reveal ethnic specifics of compared Yakut and German polysemantic verbs. The polysemantic verbs kel and kommen share the following concepts through subject: 'man', 'animal', 'time', 'artifact', 'emotional-physical state', and 'abstract notion'. All concepts given above, 15 lexico-semantic variants, 2 grammatical meanings of the polysemantic word kel and 18 meanings of the verb kommen are represented and codified according to all lexicographic rules and requirements in the Great Academic Dictionary of the Yakut Language and the Great German-Russian Dictionary that are an inexhaustible source for further research into comparative and typological linguistics. Illustration material was taken from the 5 th volume of the bilingual (Yakut-Russian) Great Academic Dictionary of the Yakut Language (2008) and the Great German-Russian Dictionary (2000). The present paper is devoted to typological research of the Yakut and German polysemantic verbs 'kel' and 'kommen' as the analysis of not only related but non-related languages as well reveals both ethnic specific and universal features. The problem of interaction between language and culture is of particular interest at a period of extending international contacts, intense interchange between different ethnic groups, combining focus on ethno-cultural values, tolerance, and capacity for inter-cultural communication.
Introduction
Interest in typological studies of languages, in particular, in comparative studies of concept structure of polysemantic verbs has increased due to the currently most intensively developing field of cognitive linguistics. The analysis of language semantics of the polysemantic verbs kel and kommen of the modern Yakut and German languages brings us to the domain of concepts.
The purpose of this paper is the typological analysis of lexicographic codification of the phenomenon of polysemy in various languages of the Turkic and German language families. The object of this paper, the polysemantic verb kel of the Yakut language, is compared to the polysemantic verb kommen of the German language for the first time based on the analysis of concept structure of the verbs under consideration.
Illustration material was taken from the 5 th volume of the bilingual (Yakut-Russian) Great Academic Dictionary of the Yakut Language (2008) and the Great German-Russian Dictionary (2000) . The present paper is devoted to typological research of the Yakut and German polysemantic verbs 'kel' and 'kommen' as the analysis of not only related but nonrelated languages as well reveals both ethnic specific and universal features.
Flourishing Creativity & Literacy
To interpret functional actualization it is necessary to return to the structure of knowledge behind a language unit. The direct nominative meaning of the verb kel and kommen reflects the main components of the concept structure that may be attributed to the concept core: object, operation, result. Distributive method was used to analyze actualization of meanings of the Yakut and German polysemantic verbs 'kel' and 'kommen' in context. For the polysemantic verbs kel and kommen, participants of the situation of action expressed by subject are of main interest as the paradigmatic meaning of the verbs reflects the main components of the concept structure through subject. The study of one of the main components of the concept structure of object revealed the following concepts: man, proper name, artifact, natural phenomenon, toponym, mental action, abstract notion.
All concepts given above, 15 lexico-semantic variants, 2 grammatical meanings of the polysemantic word kel and 18 meanings of the verb kommen are represented and codified according to all lexicographic rules and requirements in the Great Academic Dictionary of the Yakut Language and the Great German-Russian Dictionary that are an inexhaustible source for further research into comparative and typological linguistics.
Methods
The research results may serve as the basis for filling lacunas in typological studies of Yakut and German are of interest for further research into other layers of compared languages as well as comparative-historical and typological perspective of studying linguistic phenomena.
The study is of complex character; to reveal universal and specific ethnic-cultural features of compared Yakut and German linguistic units we used the inductive-deductive method, i.e. theoretical conclusions result from the analysis of practical material. Using the component analysis, lexical units were separated into smallest meaningful parts.
The polysemantic verbs 'kel' and 'kommen' were analyzed using dictionaly definitions recorded in 5 th Volume of the Great Academic Dictionary of the Yakut Language and the Great German-Russian Dictionary. Distributive method was used to analyze actualization of meanings of the Yakut and German polysemantic verbs 'kel' and 'kommen' in context. The typological analysis was invoked to reveal ethnic specifics of compared Yakut and German polysemantic verbs.
Results and Discussion
Polysemy is the most extensively represented semantic category in lexicography. Polysemy is a language universal (Wierzbicka, 1985; Leech,1974; Nerlich & Todd, 2003; Verspoor & Lowie, 2003; Kobozeva, 2009; Nikitin, 2009; Popova & Sternin, 2007 . It is an integral feature of natural languages, their constituent. Words of any language form a universal base for developing polysemy, with almost any language unit having sufficient potential to develop new meanings as demonstrated by research results (Tuggy, 1993; Golubcova, 2002; Gyori, 2002; Kubrjakova, 2003; Vaneva, 2003; Vassiljev, 2009; Popova, 2011; Glebkin, 2014; Olchovskaja, 2015) . Traditionally, polysemy is referred to as presence of several meanings, lexico-semantic variants in one word (Novikov, 2005) . In this paper, polysemy is considered in the light of concept processes found in semantic structure of the polysemantic verbs kel'come' in modern Yakut and kommen 'come' in modern German.
Interest in typological studies of languages, in particular, in comparative studies of concept structure of polysemantic verbs has increased due to the currently most intensively developing field of cognitive linguistics (Demjankov, 1994; Kubrjakova, 2001; Pesina, 2005; Boyarskaja, 2007 Boyarskaja, , 2015 Furaschova, 2009; Kovaljeva & Kulgavova, 2014) .
The purpose of this paper is the typological analysis of lexicographic codification of the phenomenon of polysemy in various languages of the Turkic and German language families.
The object of this paper, the polysemantic verb kel of the Yakut language, is compared to the polysemantic verb kommen of the German language for the first time based on the analysis of concept structure of the verbs under consideration.
The verbs kel and kommen are grouped into the verbs of motion according to their semantics and they are semantically productive. Difference in codification of polysemantic verbs in lexicography of the modern Yakut language and polysemantic verbs of the modern German language can be explained by the fact that words in the Great Academic Dictionary of the Yakut Language (2008) are illustrated by examples from folklore, literary, and journalistic texts, etc., whereas the Great German-Russian Dictionary (2000) provides only expressions and analytical patterns. As a consequence, examples to the polysemantic verb kel are given in the Yakut language almost unabridged.
The polysemantic verb kel is represented in the fifth volume of the Great Academic Dictionary of the Yakut Language (further, GADYL) by 15 lexical and 2 grammatical meanings. The verb of motion kommen is represented in the Great German-Russian Dictionary (further, GGRD) by 18 meanings. The present paper provides concept analysis of the illustrative material of all meanings of the verbs kel and kommen.
For the polysemantic verbs kel and kommen, participants of the situation of action expressed by subject are of main interest as the paradigmatic meaning of the verbs reflects the main components of the concept structure through subject. Both animate and inanimate beings (human, animal, mechanical means, etc.) The concept analysis of the structure of the polysemantic verb kel through the subject revealed the following relevant concepts: man, animal, time, natural phenomenon, artifact, smell, sound, knowledge, physical state, physiological state, mental state, emotional state, abstract notion.
The concept 'man' involves the following subjects: To interpret functional actualization it is necessary to return to the structure of knowledge behind a language unit. The direct nominative meaning of the verb kel reflects the main components of the concept structure that may be attributed to the concept core: object, operation, result.
Objects:
Остуолга - The study of one of the main components of the concept structure of object revealed the following concepts: man, proper name, artifact, natural phenomenon, toponym, mental action, abstract notion.
The concept 'man' involves the following objects: миэхэ (me), киниэхэ (he), кинилэр диэки (to them), биһиэхэ (us), оҕонньорго (to the old man); the concept 'proper name' Ньукулай Уйбаанабыс (to Nicolay Ivanovich), Лоҥкууда (Lonkuuda); the concept 'artifact' остуолга (table); the concept 'natural phenomenon' өрүскэ (in the river); the concept 'toponym' Монголияҕа (to Mongolia), the concept 'mental action' мин өйбөр (to my head), the concept 'abstract notion' түмүккэ ( to conclusion), аакка ( to that glory).
The operational analysis of the concept kel revealed the following types of physical activity: 2. The main components of the concept structure of the polysemantic verb kel result from actualization of functional action that is illustrated in the use of verb in the past tense:
Ол саас көтөр-сүүрэр хойуутук кэлбитэ. Examples show that the major tense of the verb kel is the present tense expressing an action occurring at the time of speaking. Along with the present tense there are examples with the past and future tense. The concept analysis of the structure of the motion verb kommen through object revealed the following concepts: 'man' er (he); 'artifact' der Schrank (bookcase), die naechste Nummer der Zeitschrift (issue of the magazine); 'abstract notion' die Streitigkeit (quarrel), das (it) .
The operational analysis of the concept of the motion verb kommen showed that when analyzing particular physical activity the following types are identified:
A. The examples demonstrate that the dominant tense of the verb kommen is also the present tense followed by the past and the future tense.
Conclusion
In this paper, polysemy is considered in the light of concept processes found in semantic structure of the polysemantic verbs kel'come' in modern Yakut and kommen 'come' in modern German. Illustration material was taken from the 5 th volume of the bilingual (Yakut-Russian) Great Academic Dictionary of the Yakut Language (2008) and the Great German-Russian Dictionary (2000) . The present paper is devoted to typological research of the Yakut and German polysemantic verbs 'kel' and 'kommen' as the analysis of not only related but non-related languages as well reveals both ethnic specific and universal features.
As a result of the concept analysis of the polysemantic verb kel through subject the following concepts have been revealed: 'man', 'animal', 'time', 'natural phenomenon', 'artifact', 'smell', 'sound', 'knowledge', 'physical state', 'physiological state', 'emotional state', 'abstract notion'.
The verb kommen 'man', 'artifact', 'time', 'knowledge', 'emotional state', 'abstract notion', 'toponym'. Through object the verb kel showed the concepts 'man', 'proper name', 'artifact', 'natural phenomenon', 'toponym', 'mental action', 'abstract notion' and the verb kommen 'man', 'artifact', 'abstract notion'. The polysemantic verbs kel and kommen share the following concepts through subject 'man', 'animal', 'time', 'artifact', 'emotional-physical state', and 'abstract notion. Idioethnic concepts of the polysemantic verb kel through subject are 'smell', 'sound', 'knowledge', and 'physiological state', the verb kommen 'knowledge' and 'toponym'. The analysis of the concept structure of the polysemantic verbs kel and kommen through object showed that most concepts are the same excluding the concept 'natural phenomenon' of the verb kel in the modern Yakut language.
Thus, the concept analysis of the polysemantic verbs of motion kel and kommen through subject demonstrated that quantitatively the verb kel possesses a more extensive palette of reflection of the picture of the world by man in comparison to the verb kommen,where as the study of one of the main components of the concept structure of object revealed 5 concepts of the verb kel and 3 of the verb kommen.
